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ABSTRACT

Laser-based thermography is one NDE technique (among others), seen as an alternative to dye
penetrant testing (DPI) and magnetic particle inspection (MPI). Thispaper presents the actual
development of an industrial version of a photothermal camera within the collaborative project
ATHENA, which involves 8 partners (4 end-users, 2 integrators and 2 academics).

Previous investigations made with the actual photothermal prototype (developed more than 10 years
ago) demonstrated that this technique has a similar sensitivity as the historical conventional NDE
methods. Aim of the collaborative project is to develop an industrialversion of this prototype that
takes into consideration the identified necessary improvements and the specifications of the end-
users of the project. This new industrial system shall be smaller, lighter and also more sensitive (or
at least as sensitive for some applications) than the actual one. This system will be involved for
different examinations tasks in the nuclear, the hydraulic and the transport domains.

The nuclear applications within the project are the detection of openand subsurface cracks in small
Inconel and stainless steam generator parts during maintenance operations. Also the examination of
vessels welds during their manufacturing in the production plant is tackled. Oher industrial
applications are the inspection of Pelton wheels (automatic detection of cracks and disbondings
beneath the HVOF coating during maintenance operations), the complete inspection of stainless
steel turbine blades, and the complete examination of nickel alloy turbine disks.

The actual developments show that the size of the system could be reduced by a factor 4 and the
weight by a factor 3. This opens the path to further automatic robot-based examinations. The project
team also works on the human machine interface of the system (the software has been totally
redesigned), and on the eye-safety aspects especially for onsite operations (as a high-power laser is
involved).
The work of the academic project partners are the development of specific processing algorithms for
the automatic detection and characterization of anomalies, and the setup of a simulation model
permitting the generation of synthetic images.

The project will end in August 2017 with the validation process.
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CONTEXT

Alternative to the DPI and the MPI

The purpose of the project is the development of a new technique within the context of the non-
destructive examination tasks addressed by the dye penetrant inspection (DPI) and magnetic particle
inspection (MPI) techniques. Both are the historical and main used methods in the industry.

To cite some major advantages of DPI and MPI: they are robust (especially in case of harsh
environments inspections), global (different geometries, non-porous material (DPI) and ferromagnetic
pieces (MPI) can be examined), and well-defined (they are ruled by about 30 different standards).

However, DPI and MPI methods also suffer from known disadvantages: automatic inspections remain
difficult (they rarely permit a 100% automatic inspection as the final control is done by a visual
inspector), and they can be costly and polluting (they require huge amounts of water and chemical
agents).

The industry's response to demands for cost-effective 100%examination typically consists in defining
alternative, complementary and fully automatic inspection solutions, with similar sensitivities as DPI
and MPI. Different alternative surface and volumetric NDT techniques can be used for the inspection of
components. These methods include Radiographic, Ultrasonic, Visual, Eddy-current and
Thermography testing (RT, UT, VT, ET and TT). Each techniquehas its strengths and weaknesses.

ET for example, is particularly suited for the detection of surface braking and sub-surface cracks.
Although ET allows rapid surface scanning and is well suitedto pipes and tubular products, complex
shapes, such as weld structures and surfaces with varying radii of curvature necessitate the adaptations
of the sensor head and the data is contaminated with lift-offnoise, thereby reducing flaw sensitivity and
narrowing possible industrial applications.

Sub-surface defect detection is also possible with UT. Like ET, this is also a field-proven technique, but
UT limitations include the need for precise positioning of the transducer with respect to the surface,
thereby mandating complex robotics to inspect irregular shapes. Also, the transducers must be
acoustically coupled to the surface with water or gel. For many materials and in various industrial
environments, this is undesirable. In addition, UT signal interpretation can be significantly
compromised by rough or irregular surfaces.

In case of the inspection of different kinds of industrial components, TT might be one of the most
promising methods among the above cited techniques. TT is sensitive to the typical anomalies
occurring during the production process or during the life cycle of such structures (open cracks or sub-
surface cracks, fatigue cracks, corrosions, delaminations). Furthermore, it is a non-contact, easily
deployable and field-proven method. The following sectiondescribes TT in general and with a focus on
the proposed TT approach.

Existing (current) photothermal camera system

The analysis of the temperature or the heat flow in structures provides important information on their
integrity [1]. The mainly used technique is the active detection that uses an external heat source. The
heat flow in the material provides information, e.g., on local discontinuities or variations of thicknesses.
In general, high-optical heat sources (laser, lamps…) or mechanical sources (hot or cold / air or liquid)
are involved.

The technique proposed by AREVA NDE-Solutions is based on local heating of the surface via a non-
contact heating source (a high-power laser). This approach is particularly suited for the detection of
small defects (up to a few micrometers in width).



One of the main and important thermography systems developed by AREVA NDE-Solutions is the
PhotoThermal Camera (PTC)1. The principle consists in generating a heat flux by locally heating the
surfaces with a high-powered laser line. An infrared camerais then used to track the propagated heat
flow initiated by the laser [2, 3].

The major advantage of the PTC is that the inspection times canbe compatible to real time inspections,
especially if this technique is combined with complementary computer automated image analysis
solutions.

Figure 1 shows the principle of the PTC and two application examples for cracks in steel components.
The equivalence of the PTC with the DPI and the ET are also depicted.

Figure 1: PTC
Principle

(left);
comparison to
DPI (center)

and ET (right)

Different examinations have been done by Framatome / AREVA since 2002 with the actual PTC
prototype. These consisted in onsite inspections or feasibilities studies and mainly concerned nuclear
components. To cite only a few: tubes on plates (PHENIX powerplant), canopy joint, partition plate,
vessel head adaptor (RPW reactors) and vessel welds (ITER) have been examined with the PTC.
Typical anomalies that can be detected with this technique are thermal crazing, open and closed cracks
and delaminations. The PTC has also been applied for other industrial fields and types of components,
such as e.g. aircraft aluminum panels.

ATHENA PROJECT

Project objectives / Consortium

All the previously described investigations showed the strength of the PTC technique and also
permitted to reveal the necessary technical improvements in order to meet the different requirements
expressed by the users and the industrial sectors in general. The ATHENA project has been set up in
order to develop a new version of the PTC.

1 The PTC is a co-development of AREVA and the ONERA.



This 3 years collaborative project, which started in September 2014, is partially funded by the French
Ministry of economy and employment2, and regional entities3. The project involves 8 partners: 4 end-
users, 2 integrators and 2 academics. The role of the 4 industrials (AREVA, Aubert & Duval, ASCOT
and EDF) of the project is to specify the developments (typesof components, anomalies to examine
and environment of the control) and to validate the developed system. The 2 SMB (ARDPI and
Imagine Optic) are in charge of the development and integration of the prototype according to the
specifications. The roles of the academics (the Centre for Mathematical Morphology at MINES-
Paristech, and the interdisciplinary Laboratory of the University of Burgundy) are to develop an
adapted thermal simulation model and to develop new processing algorithms for the automatic
detection of anomalies.

Technical and commercial aspects

The objectives of the project is to develop a new version of the photothermal camera (PTC) by taking
into consideration the recommendations of the end-users (Aubert & Duval, Ascot, EDF and AREVA),
and to be an alternative to the DPI and the MPI techniques.

Manifold technical challenges are addressed. The prototype has to be smaller (by a factor of 3), faster
(by a factor of 2 to 4) and lighter (by a factor of 3). It also hasto be an ergonomic (with a simplified
HMI), and easier to use for onsite inspections (the eye-safeaspects are important issues, especially in
case of the use a high power laser of 50 W to 100 W).
The other objectives are to develop new type of competenciesin software development and robotics
(LabVIEW and CimStation for robot trajectories simulations) and to develop new image processing
algorithms (for automatic defect detection) and setup a simulation model (COMSOL + MATLAB).

The ATHENA project has been built on an economical model based on the selling of PTC systems and
fulfilling of on-site examinations. INTERCONTRÔLE has the exclusivity of the commercialization of
the systems which will be developed by the 2 SME of the project(ARDPI and Imagine Optic). The
new system will be dedicated to the examinations tasks defined by the 4 end-users. The 2 academics
will perceive royalties in accordance to their developments.

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS

Specifications: linking technical challenges vs. industrial requirements

As described before, one important aspect of the project is the involvement of different industrial
sectors and tasks via the 4 end-users. The nuclear applications are the detection of the surface breaking
and subsurface flaws in the welds of shells (inline production examinations), in the scoured parts of
partition plates (during maintenance operations) and in the J-welds of the vessels (during maintenance
operations). Other applications are e.g. the detection of surface breaking flaws in gas turbine disks
(production line), the detection of surface breaking flawsin turbine blades (production line) and the
inspection of Pelton wheels coatings (during their maintenance).

All these applications are addressed within the project via12 different mockups. These were all
examined with the current PTC. The results showed that subsurface flaws up to 0.1 mm (and 1.0 mm)
can be detected below the surface of the AREVA mockups (J-weld, shell, partition plate). Also, very
good detection results were achieved in case of the open cracks detection in the UDIMET turbine disk
part provided by of Aubert & Duval. Up to 5 micrometer open cracks on reflective parts and cracks
beneath 300 micrometer HVOF coating can be detected on the EDF mockups. Then, porosities up to
0.5 millimeter width are detected on the ASCOT part.

Figure 2 shows the main applications addressed within the project and the examination results achieved
with the actual PTC.

2 FUI (fonds unique interministériel) logé au sein Ministère de l'Économie, de l'Industrie et de l'Emploi.
3 Le Conseil Régional de Bourgogne and Le Grand Chalon.



Figure 2: main
applications

(top) and some
examination

results
(bottom)

Development: hardware and software of the prototype

The prototype has been specified until the beginning of 2016and will be developed and integrated until
the end of 2016. Its main components are an infrared sensor, alaser line generating system (to generate
different laser line geometries according to the inspection tasks), a visible sensor with laser pointer (to
improve and facilitate the calibration process), a scanning galvanometer (to inspection up to 1 m²
without moving the prototype) and a telemeter (to simplify the robot-based 3D positioning of the
prototype).

The main technical challenges have been addressed: the prototype is smaller (150x250x375 mm3) and
lighter (maximum 11 kg); the laser line is adaptable and morehomogeneous, so that different
inspection tasks and automatic robot inspection can be addressed with only one system.

The system calibrating is done once in the laboratory beforethe inspection after mounting the specific
lenses and projecting the adapted laser line geometry. The system can be used manually and/or via a
robot for on-site inspections. First results have been achieved concerning the determination of the robot
trajectories for the main applications of the project: J-weld, turbine blade and Pelton wheels.



Figure 3: the
prototype (top)

example of
robot-based
inspections
(bottom)

The software has been completely redesigned with an “all in one” new interface which consists in three
main modes: the configuration mode (definition of the entrance data, such the characteristics of the
components to be inspected (type of material, working distance…)), the inspection mode (control of the
different hardware components (galvanometer, laser, lenses…) and the processing mode
(reconstruction of the final image, automatic preprocessing, visualization of the inspection results and
automatic generation of an inspection report).

Research: image processing and thermographic simulations

The integrated image processing algorithms permit the automatic detection and segmentation of critical
defects which are displayed in order to be easily interpretable by the operator. Two main algorithms
(compiled in a DLL) for the 2 main defect types (cracks and delamination) have been developed. They
necessitate only a few entrance parameters (such as the defect size or type e.g.).

A new thermographic simulation model which permits the generation of thermograms and synthetic
images has been developed [4]. The model has been validated via experiments involving the current
PTC and different materials of the project (18 MN D5, stainless steel 316L and Inconel 600).



The main technical challenges of the project have been addressed. This model can be used for
parametric studies related the applications of the project(when e.g. the most influent parameters have
to be defined). It can also be used for performances justification tasks (to justify e.g. the aspect of the
signatures of certain anomalies). Finally, it can also helpto reduce the number of trials, by varying via
the simulation some critical parameters (such as the scanning speed e.g.).

CONCLUSION / NEXT STEPS

The ATHENA project which involves 8 partners (4 end-users, 2integrators and 2 academics) started in
September 2014 for a period of 3 years. Its purpose is to develop a new PTC system by addressing
different technical challenges defined by the specifications of the end-users and the previous
investigations done with the current PTC prototype.

The current technical challenges addressed during the specification phase are the size (which must be
reduced by a factor of 4) and the weight (which must be reduced by a factor of3) of the system.

The ongoing integration phase permits to integrate improved components (a new laser collimator for
the projection of different homogeneous laser lines) and new components (a telemeter and a visible
camera e.g.). Also, new functionalities will be tested until the end of the year 2016, such as the new
image processing algorithms, and the trajectory determination for the automatic robot examinations
tasks.

The last validation phase -which will start at the beginningof 2017- will permit to validate different
industrial aspects of the system, such as the eye-safety safety issues e.g. (in case of the use high power
laser). This phase will end in August 2017 with the examination of the 12 project mockups and the 2 on
site applications. The validation criteria will be the detection results and complete examination time.
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